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"the biggest sculptural undertaking in the

plex sagas that are woven into the history of the South. It involves the nation's
most famous sculptor, an eighty-five
year-old Confederate widow, the United

The convolrrted ta,le
of how Georgia,lost
wha,t might ha,ve been
the world's grea,test
stone ca,rving'.

Daughters of the Confe deracy, the United States Mint, and
the Ku Klux KIan, to name a few of the characters. It could be
argued that were it not for egos, money troubles,.and an internal dispute among the ruling hierarchy of the Klan, South
Dakotas Mount Rushmore Monument would not have been
built. And if events had worked out after things in Atlanta fell
apart, it is possible that the majestic carving that was once
intended for Georgiat Stone Mountain would have ended up
on North Carolinat Chimney Rock.
The year was 1915. The carving was to be "a memorial to
a movement," in the words of its designer, Gutzon Borglum,

history of the world." Moreove! what

it

than the sheer
known
monolith
cliff of the huge granite
as Stone Mountain, located among the
farms and fields of rural Dekalb County,

better place to display

some fifteen miles northeast of the city

of

Atlanta? Borglum was enthusiastic' He
had been commissioned to build a mon"Stone
Mountain," he said, "in its colosthe
ages.
ument for
sal proportion, makes the Pyramids small and insignificant by
comparison. They are built of cut stone and long since have
fallen into decay. The large figures of Egypt are little more
than symbols, and awaken little interest in modern man
beyond the splendid intention and mystery they suggest
regarding the civilization and cuiture of their day. However,
had the Egyptians possessed Stone Mountain there can be
little doubt they would have shaped it into one of the first
wonders of the world."
'!?'ar.
Half a century had passed since the end of the Civil
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In the North, tributes to those who had
in Memorial Days
and by the erection and dedication of
innumerable local monuments. During
the same era in the South, the accounts
and history of the conflict had been
served were observed

Borglum, a talented sculptor with an ego to match,
apparently was sensitive about his baldness since
he is seen wearing a hat in many of the photos
taken of him. TOP LEFT: One of Borglum's original
design sketches for the Confederate Memorial.
The current version of the Stone Mountain carving only displays three figures, ln Borglum's original plan, there were to be between 7oo and
tooo figures in a great column covering much of
the north face of the mountain. ABOVE & TOP
RIGHT: Two more of Borglum's sketches for the
Confederate Memorial. These photos appeared in
the August r9r7 issue of World's Work magazine.

spun into the legends of the Lost Cause.
\With the memories kept alive by groups
like the Sons of Confederate Veterans

(SC$, the United Daughters of

the

Confederacy (UDC) and others, hundreds of monuments to the valor of the
soldiers of the South were erected in
towns and cities from Virginia to Texas.
The South's cause had been just, its
leaders wise, its soldiers heroic, and
defeat had come only because of the
Northt overwhelming superiority in men and matdriel. The
majesty of Stone Mountain would make it a perfect place to
erect a monument to 'the South of '64." Composed of solid
granite and rising more than 800 feet above the surrounding
countryside, the great rockt sheer north face would provide a
perfect palette for a sculptor of Borglum's acclaim.
The idea of a monument to the Confederacy at Stone
Mountain is generally credited to Atlanta attorney \Tilliam H.
Terrell, who made the suggestio n in a l9l4 newspaper article.

It

was Helen Plane,

a

Confederate widow active

in

the

sculptor with the skill to undertake the work began in earnesr
early 1915.
Among the first to come to mind was John Gutzon de la
Mothe Borglum, at the time considered by many to be

in

Americas foremost sculptor. Borglum was born near Bear
Lake, Utah, in 1867. His father, a Danish Mormon converr,
had immigrated to the United States in 1854, at once avoiding conscription into the Danish army while planning to join
the growing Mormon colony near Salt Lake City. Gutzon was
the son of the elder Borglum's second wife. His early years were

in the Midwest

to

Daughters of the Confederary who helped bring the dream to

spent

fruition. Born on a plantation in Tuscaloosa, Alabama, in
1829, she married William F. Plane, a physician, in 1854.

California, with his family at age seventeen. Gutzon received
only a basic education, but he was highly intelligent, driven,
and a quick learner. In contrast to his father, who had forsaken the frontier life to become a homeopathic physician,
Gutzon chose to become an artist.
Borglum's biographers describe him as "charismatic,
charming and intense." He was also outspoken, opinionated,
and easily willing to de!, the social and cultural standards of
the day. By age twenty, he was receiving recognition in Los
Angeles for his paintings. During the latter part of the nineteenth century he spent a number of years in England and
France, achieving success there while influenced by the then-

Their marriage was short lived; Dr. Plane enlisted as a captain

in the Confederate Army only to be killed at the Battle of
Antietam in 1862.
Still in her early thirties, Plane devoted the rest of her life
to the promotion of the memory of her late husband and others who had served on the side of the South in the conflict. She
helped found the Atlanta chapter of the UDC and served in
numerous offices in the local and national organization.
Remaining quite active in spite of her age, Plane embraced the
idea of building the ultimate Confederate monument at Stone
Mountain, touring widely to promote the idea among other
chapters of the UDC. Based on her enthusiasm, rhe concept
of such a memorial was heartily endorsed, and the search for a
40

before moving

Los Angeles,

fashionable beaux-arts movemenr.
By the turn of the century, Borglum was a rising star in the

American art world. Having for the most part given up paint-
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become a founding member of the revived Kir Klux Klan, taking part in a ceremony that would occur a few months later on

the windswept summit of the mountain.

Borglum spent three days considering the mountain.

=
=

=

ing to concentrate on sculpture, he won an increasingly prestigious series of commissions for public art. In 1906 his flowipg depiction of The Mares of Diomedes was acquired by the
Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York. Two years later, his
statue of Union General Philip Sheridan leading his troops
into battle was unveiled in Washington, D.C. In 1911, his lifelikc Seated Lincoln in Newark, New Jersey, drew national
praise. Ttl-us, in 1915, it was only fitting
that Helen Plane would contact Borglum
in hopes that he might create an appropriate memorial to the memory of the

Devoting close attention to the slope of the scarp, the position
ofthe sun, and the area available for carving, he roughed out in
his mind a plan for a work of massive scale, the largest carving
ever attempted by man. Plane, speaking on behalf of the
memorial committee, had envisioned the monument taking
the form of a sevenry-foot high bust of Robert E. Lee sculpted
in bas-relief on the mountainside. Borglumt direct response
was indicative of his personaliry dismissively saying such a tiny
work'would look like a postage stamp on a barn door." He
returned to his home in Connecticut to consider a plan.
By early October 1915, Borglum had sent an initial report
back to Mrs. Plane and the UDC committee. The monumenr
was to be nothing short of massive. Borglum estimated that

there were approximately seventy-five
acres of mountainside available for carving. He proposed, "To construct, as we
can, the great characters ofthose days and

to carve them in high and full relief in
action mounted and on foot, moving

Confederacy.

l

The challenge of crearing a monument on a mountain immediately

-z

appealed

across the face of the granite mountain in

to Borglum. He readily agreed
to consider the project, journeying to

the arrangement of two wings of an army,
Following rhe mounrain contour, moving
naturally across its face to the east." In all
there would be between 700 and 1,000
individual figures. At the head of the
columns would be the leaders of the

Atlanta in the August heat of late summer

1915. Mrs. Plane and a delegation of
dignitaries were waiting as the

UDC

famed sculptor arrived

by train

at

Atlantas Terminal Station. She greeted
him warmly but did not shake his hand.
He was from the North. Several years
later she would confess, "Mr. Borglum,
did you notice the first time that I met
you I did not shake hands with you?"
"Yes, I did notice it," Borglum

Confederacy and its military: Davis, Lee,

Thetq Shall

Nol Be Forgotteil

The idea for a Confederate Memorial on Stone

Mountain was originally promoted by the
United Daughters of the Confederacy, with
fundraising and actual completion of the
project later overseen by the Stone Mountain

Jackson, Stuart, Johnson and others.
Each state of the former Confederacy
would have its own leaders portrayed; the
exact choice of individuals would be left
to the states. The carving, given its scale
and grandeur, would be visible from

many miles away.
Borglum estimated that when comwent on to say, "that it might be you that Confederate Monumental Association.
pleted the monument would be up to a
shot my husband."
hundred feet in height, and 2,000 feet in
This exchange, reported by the Neut Yorle Times, took place
overall length. And there was to be more. At the base of the
in 1924 at the dedication of the first portion of the carving.
mountain, directly below the central portion of the carving,
V&ile Borglum was born after the end of the Civil War,
Borglum proposed to sculpt in place a "huge colonnade" of
Plane's initial hesitation reflected the attitude of the era many
thirteen columns, one for each state (including Kentucly and
older Southerners held toward "Yankees."
Missouri) of the Confederacy. The columns would serve as the
Borglum was taken by limousine to Stone Mountain,
front of a massive memorial hall, some sixty feet deep and
as
at
home
of
Samuel
forty
feet high, dedicated to the Daughters of the Confederacy.
where he stayed
a guest
the
Venable.
It was a colossal project indeed. Borglum projected that it
Venable's family had owned Stone Mountain for years, extenwould be accomplished in three phases. The first, taking three
sively quarrying granite from the more gently sloping areas.
years, would be the images of the Confederate leaders, the
He had agreed to deed the monoliths sheer north face to a
central portion and focal point of the carving. The next two
group established by the UDC for the purpose of building a
phases would require an additional decade or more, meaning
Confederate monument. It is of note that Venable was soon to
replied.

"I

could not help thinking," Plane
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ln early t9t6, work began on
the Memorial project with the
construction of a set of wooden
steps from the top of Stone
Mountain down its sheer north
face. America's entry into World
War I brought work to a halt for
several years. BELOW: Stone

Mountain stands amid the fields
and farms of then-rural Dekalb
:

County. Borglum is facing the
camera. These photos (including
opposite page) appeared in the
August t9t7 issue of World's Work
magazine.

perpetuate

to millions

yet

unborn the heroism, the forti-

the time for completion of the entire project would likely
stretch into the 1930s. Borglum anticipated a cost in the
range of $2,000,000.

Throughout the nation, in both North and South, the
Stone Mountain memorial received endorsements and positive
reviews. The horrors of the Civil \Var were now a fading memory. The wounds had healed. This was not to be a monument
to a rebellion; it was to be a remembrance of the valor, dedication and heroism of the men and women of the South. It
was now the twentieth century. Once again the states of the

former Confederacy had resumed their rightful place in
Americat strearn of history. It was only right that the nations
citizens should remember and learn from events of the past.
On May 20, 1916, the headlines of a front page article in
the Atlanta Constitution read, "Thousands Present at the
Dedication of Gray Memorial. Men \7ho Followed Lee and
Jackson Side

tude, the glory of the men
who wore the gray." \7ith
that, the deed to the mountainside was formally presented to the Stone Mountain
Confederate Monumental Association, the legal entity established by the UDC to hold title to the site of the carving. Next,
the cornerstone was dedicated with full Masonic rites and its
contents sealed with a silver trowel designed by Borglum. The

trowel was given to Borglum who, in turn, presented it to
Helen Plane. The construction of what was to be the greatest
sculpture in the history of man was officially underway.
The difficulties faced by Borglum were more technical than
artistic. The design, the making of models and the carving of
stone were skills that he had long since mastered. The potential problems were technical: How does one safely sculpt a
sheer rock wall hundreds of feet high? The issue had become

evident at the dedication ceremony. The simple act of suspending the Confederate flag on the rocky face required
anchors and cables, as well as men willing to brave the heights

by Side With

Followers of Grant and Sherman
Bare Heads at Impressive
Services Conducted at Stone

Mountain." \7ith the band playing "Dixie," a huge Confederate
battle flag hung over the moun-

,r'

:

taint sheer side, and "a battery of
motion picture men with cameras set to record for all the

world the living image of the
momentous event, the ceremonies began." The address was
given by Emory Speer, at the
time both a federal judge and
dean of the Mercer Universiry
School of Law. In flowery lan-

guage invoking the heroes of

conflicts long past, Speer
declared the monument 'will
42
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to affix them.
A workman on the
speakert platform volunteered

to help.

and sculptor, were rypical of Borglum. He was a man who
wanted the best for his counrry, yer saw much that distressed

His

name was Jesse Tucker,
and he would become
Borglum's supervisor,

friend and self-taught
technical advisor for
years beyond the Stone

Mountain

project.
Borglum was much in

The work

ofcarving on a sheer 8oo foot

would
neers,"

high stone wall required men who

ff:l

demand, and he never
the
Confederate memorial
to be his only project.
He was r'rr,rrtty *ork-

planned for

ffi,:.x,T':lf

;i"T;

was a man of action. It was likely for this reason thar Borglum
joined the Ku Klux Klan, rising rapidly to become a member
of the Kloncilium, the Klant ruling body.
The first group calling itself the Ku Klux Klan was one of
many_resistance organizations formed in the South during the
turbulent years immediately after the Civil rVar. The name was

generally applied ro most such groups, brought to the public
eye by Congressional hearings held in 1871. Both as a result of

time. Furthermore, most of the routine tasks of removing

stone and roughing our rhe figures would be done by trained
workmen, referring to working models and supervised by men
like Jesse Ti-rcker.

The next months were spenr establishing platforms from
which to work, surveying the mountain, and laying our rhe
plans for the initial carving. By early 1917, Borglum had fin-

in the years after the Civil

\War.

Inspired in part by
of a Nation,
\Milliam
J. Simmons,
er, founded
.,beneficial,
the second iteration o
fraternal order" named "The Knights of the Ku Klux Klan,
Inc." It was ro be like hundreds
day, similar to the Elks, the Moos

of Plthias, ro name a few. So d
The Birth of a Nation that in December 1915, shortly after its
was on order. The actual carving was to begin shortly.
It was not to be. The United States declared war on the

German Empire on April 6, 1917, marking America's entry
into \7orld \Var I. On April 24, the Stone Mountain
Confederate Monumental Association voted to "temporarily',
abandon the project, 'to await the return of peace before
attempting the further prosecurion of this great work." It was
a decision born of necessity. The wartime demands of men,
money and matdriel made continued work impossible. Jesse
Tucker, like many others, joined the military and saw service
in Europe. It would be more than six years before the first chisel pierced the stone.

Dur
war
friends
the

Gutzon Borglum (right) proudly demonstrates the projector he designed
to throw the image of his models on the side of Stone Mountain.The
work was done at night when the outline offigures to be carved were
projected onto the mountain, with men suspended from a work plat_

form above outlining the figures to be cawed in the granite.

oted his time to support of
gure and politically active,

and well-known ro then_
President \Toodrow \filson. Under authorization of the
President, Borglum personally investigated fraud and corruption in Americat nascent aircraft industry uncovering losses of
hundreds of millions of dollars. Borgland, his expansive estate
at Stamford, Connecticut, became a training camp for easrern
European troops eager ro enter the war against Germany.
Such diversions, totally unrelated to his career as an arrist
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ABOVE: The Stone

Mountain Confederate Monumental Association

hoped to raise money by selling places on the Children's Founders
Roll, open to youth "of Confederate descent." This medal was purchased for the author's father in 1924. BELOW: ln a stTange twist of

history, Congress passed Iegislation authorizing the minting of a halfdollar coin honoring "the Va'lor of the Soldier of the South." The coins
were so'ld for one dollar each, with half the proceeds going to support
the Confederate Memorial on Stone Mountain.
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Suspended on the sheer rock face in bosun's chairs, Borglum supervises while an unidentified man uses a pneumatic tool to carve the head
of General Lee.

debut in Atlanta, Helen Plane contacted Borglum to suggest
adding a group of uniformed Klansmen to the proposed carving. At the time, Borglum knew little of the Klan, but agreed
to include an altar to them in his plans for the memorial.
There was, however, a somewhat tangential connection
between the newly formed fraternal order that adopted the
name of the Ku Klux Klan, and Stone Mountain. Samuel
Venable, the man whose family owned the mountain and
Borglum's frequent host during his sojourns in Georgia, was
one of the founding members of the new Klan. The hooded

order was inaugurated by a ceremony on top of Stone
Mountain on Thanksgiving night, November 1915. In many
ways, the mountain became an alrernative symbol for the
group. It was apparently Venable's influence that led Borglum
to join the Klan.
During its early years, KIan members included many
prominent and presumably well-meaning men, attracted to its
stated philosophy of One Hundred Percent Americanism.

Allegedly, the order stood for Protestant Christian values,
white supremacy, and the rule of law. It was anti-immigrant,
supported Prohibition and publically-funded education, and
opposed socialists, Bolsheviks, and the labor movement in general. Its call to action carried wide appeal to men of power and
influence. In the early 1920s, for example, both the mayor of
Atlanta and the governor of Georgia were Klansmen, as were a
number of members of the Stone Mountain Confederate
44

Monumental Association.
Jesse Tircker returned to Stone Mountain in the summer of
1919 after being mustered out of the army. The platforms and
rigging had suffered from neglect after more than two years,
and needed repair before carving could start. There were other
problems as well. The UDC, despite its enthusiastic backing of
the project, was unable or unwilling to provide the financial
support needed. In early 1920, Helen Plane, now in her
nineties, resigned from the Association. Nathan Bedford

Forrest, grandson of the famed Confederate general and
prominent member of the Atlanta Klan, was appointed. The
idea of soliciting support from the Ku Klux Klan was considered. Edward Y. Clarke, a former professional fund-raiser and
now head recruiter for the Klan, was contacted. Even in its
early years, the Klan was controversial, so Clarke agreed to

solicit funds through his former business, the Southern
Publicity Association, "a purely cosmetic solution that
deceived no one." As such, the project became associated with
the Klan, and Clarke's assistance became all the more toxic
when it was later revealed that he was taking a 25o/o commission from the donations received.
Borglum, who was working on other projects, did not
return to Stone Mountain until the summer of 1921. The basic
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feet given the technology of the day, and furthermore, the heat
generated by the arc-rype lamps used in motion picture projectors would melt both the slides and lenses.
Undeterred, Borglum began experimenting with a projector at his estate in Connecticut. After "months" of work and a

great deal

of trial and error, he was able to project what

appeared to be a sharp image on a snowy hillside some 1,500
feet away. Elated with his success, Borglum had a half-ton custom-made projector installed on a concrete base a quarter mile
From rhe site of the carving.
But this solution had problems as well. Of greatest importance was the fact that even at that distance, the photographic
a
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design was done, but he faced the problem of laying out the
huge scale of the carving on the mountainside. With figures
whose height was measured in dozens of feet, and scenes whose
breadth measured in hundreds, it was impossible for anyone
working closely on the rock face to have a sense of perspective.
In seeking a solution, Borglum "employed Nvo of Americas
most famous engineers and paid them a handsome fee"" The
first termed the project an "impossible madness" and advised
that it be abandoned. The second suggested building a mechanism that 'would cost exactly the contract price of the entire
sculpture." Borglum set out to solve the problem on his own.
Borglum's initial idea was so unique as to warrant a twopage illustrated article h Popular Science magazine. The plan
was to photograph the sculptort models, then use the cover of
darkness to pro.iect the image on the side of the mountain in
segments measuring 110 feet high by 220 feet wide. With the
image thus displayed, workers would be lowered down the side
with barrels of silver nitrate to be poured on the area of the

projected image in order to "sensitize" the granite surface.
After several hours ofexposure, barrels ofdeveloper would be
poured over the area to "set" the image, followed by barrels of
'\7ith the photograph
water to remove any residual chemicals.
ofthat portion ofthe carving now'printed" on the sheer face,
workers could be lowered down to chisel away the rock. By the
time the story appeared in the June 1923 issue of the magazine, this highly innovative idea had been discarded for more
practical ones.
First, Borglum had tried drawing the outline of the head of
General Lee directly on the mountain while seated on an apparatus similar to a childs swing suspended from a rope. It rapidly became evident that this would not work. The scale was simply too large. Still considering the idea of a projector, Borglum
reasoned that he could shine photographic images on the side
of the mountain from a thousand or more feet away and have
tVith
someone trace the outlines of the figures in white paint.
this done, the stone removal and finish work could proceed.
Consulting with those in the industry, he was told "the feat was
impossible." Images could not be projected beyond 250 ro 270

GLTTZONRORCIUIl

image of the sculptor's model was distorted when projected
upward toward the mountain's face. To solve this problem,
Borglum photographed the models from an angle, producing
a distorted image that would appear correctly when projected
upward at an angle toward the scarp.
And if this issue were not enough, the two-and-a-half inch
photographic slide covered a square two hundred feet on each
side when projected over the great distance. With that degree
of enlargement, even the smallest detail became an indistinct
blur on the granite face. To correct this, Borglum traced the
outlines of the figures directly on the slides using an extreme-

Iy fine crow-quill pen. The modification worked perfectly.
\X/ithin two hours rwo men suspended from the work platform
had outlined the heads of Lee and Jackson on the granite. The
projected images were so vivid that a contemporary news item
described them as resembling a finished carving illuminated
with

a searchlight.

Borglum's time was by no means devoted solely to Stone
Mountain. In addition to other artistic commissions he was
deeply involved in his work with the Ku KIux Klan. That was
soon to become a problem. In the fall of 1921, the New Yorh
Worldran a series of articles exposing the Klan as a corrupt, and
at times violent, organization. This was followed shortly thereafter by a Congressional hearing during which the Klans purpose and actions were defended by Imperial Wizard Simmons.
Almost overnight, the Klan became a national issue. There were
many who condemned it, yet there were many who believed
that its purpose was to strengthen America and the American
way of life. Borglum was clearly in the latter group.

In

November 1922,

the KIan held an

Imperial

Klonvocation in Atlanta to celebrate the seventh anniversary of

its founding. Behind the scenes, there was concern that
\William Simmons's leadership was lacking. By way of a deft
parliamentary maneuver, Simmons was deposed as Imperial
Vizard by his elevation to the powerless office of Emperor of
the Invisible Empire. Hiram W. Evans, a former Dallas dentist,
took Simmons's place as tWizard. Evans hoped to stem the violence associated with the Klan and at the same time to mold it
into a national political organization. At first, the transition of
leadership seemed to go smoothly. Initially supportive of the
new regime, Borglum's political clout in the Republican Parry
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allowed

him to

In

arrange

a meering with President \trarren

December 1922, he accompanied Imperial
\Tizard Evans to the \7hite House "to inform the President of

Harding.

the secret order's purposes."
The tranquiliry within the Klan leadership was nor ro lasr.
Belatedly realizingthat he had been stripped of power, \Milliam
Simmons began a concerted effort to wrest back control of the
organization from Evans. During much of the year of 1923 rhe

Klaris internecine power struggle figured prominently in
national headlines. Borglum, Sam Venable and Nathan B.
Forrest threw their backing behind Simmons.
In late May, Borglum's leadership position in the Klan was
publicly revealed when he was named as a defendant in a law-

suit brought by dissident Klansmen. His public response was
one of denial: "I am not a member of the Kloncilium as
charged, and I am not a knight of the Ku Klux Klan." Few
believed him. Although only indirectly related

to the

Stone

Mountain Confederate memorial, this political squabble within the Klan would have bearing on events to come.
\While Borglum had been trying to figure out how to project the image of the proposed carving on rhe mounrain,
changes were underway in the Monumental Association.
Despite wide support for the project, money remained tight.
In March 1923 Hollins N. Randolph was elected president.
Randolph was a prominent lawyer and businessman, and like
Borglum, Venable and others, active in Ku KIux KIan affairs,
but a supporter of the new leadership of Imperial Wizard
Evans. Hoping to run the Association

in

a more professional

mannet Randolph opened an office in a prestigious downtown Atlanta building and hired a full-time business manager. Edward Y. Clarke was fired as a fundraiser, to be replaced
by a "salaried fundraising organization under the direct con-

trol of the executive committee" of the Stone Mountain
Confederate Monumental Association (SMCMA). The
changes brought some success in terms of increased donations
over the ensuing months, but at the cost of vastly increased
overhead expenses. Adequate funding for the actual work of
carving remained an issue.
On June 18, 1923, in an "impressive ceremony," the first
chisel blow was delivered to the mountain. A "great cavalcade"
of automobiles carrying Virginia Governor E. Lee Tiinkle,
lame-duck Georgia Governor Thomas \(4 Hardwick and other
distinguished officials wended its way from downtown Atlanta
to the top of Stone Mountain. The party descended the long
set of steps to the work platform where, on the signal of
SMCMA President Randolph, Borglum chiseled the first small

hole. Afterwards, the group reassembled at the base of the
mountain for a barbecue and a series of speeches paying tribute to the Confederary and the Southern way of life. Nearly
eight years after Borglum first viewed the mountain, the carving had begun.
The work progressed slowly over the following months. By
September, the project had become a tourist magnet, visited by
more than 30,000 people a month, a number greater than con46

temporary figures for George \Tashingtont Mount Vernon
home. The Monumental Association announced that it was
working diligently to get a paved road to the base of the mountain. Despite sometimes harsh weather conditions on rhe
exposed granite face, Borglum pushed his crew to complete the
head of Robert E. Lee in time to unveil it on the 117th
anniversary of the generalt birthday, January 19, 1924.
During the last six weeks before the deadline, the men worked
in three shifts around the clock.
Despite alightdrizzle that slickened the crowded dirt roads
leading to the mountain, an estimated 5,000 people were present for the unveiling. The review srand, ser up across a gorge
half a mile away from the mountain, was crowded with dignitaries from across the South. Helen Plane, now frail at age
ninety-four, was carried onto rhe stage by Borglum. With a
wave of a small Confederate flag, she signaled for a huge
American banner draped over the carving to be drawn back.
The sculpted head of General Lee appeared, "startlingly whitd
against the dark gray surface of the imposing slope....A deep
and pregnant silence fell over the throng; a ripple ofapplause
started on the fringe of the crowd and burst into a roar of tribute to the creation and of sentiment for its meaning."
A celebratory banquet given at the Piedmont Driving Ciub
that night, attended by five Southern governors, three ex-governors, and a host of other regional and national dignitaries,
heaped praise on the memory of General Lee, the Southern
Cause, and Gutzon Borglum, the sculptor. When called upon
to speak, Borglum seemed overwhelmed, responding,
"But the head of Lee is on Stone Mountainl And if a tidal
wave should sweep over this fair land of ours and cover it all,
tearing away the last vestige of our commercial, all-too-commercial, existence, and if in time the tide should break and roll
away-the head of Lee would remain on Stone Mountain for
all time, immutable and imperishable. The head of Lee is on
Stone Mountain!"

Little could he realize how ironic his words of exultation
would become.
Rhetoric aside, it was funding that would be necessary to
complete the monument, and that remained the major obstacle. The'World \Var I era marked the greatest single period of
inflation in American history. The value of the dollar had been
halved between 1915 and 1920. The original esrimate of
$2,000,000 for the completion of the memorial was now in
the range of $4,000,000 or more. On top of this, the dramatic fall in cotton prices in 1920-21 had severely impacted the
Southt agriculture-based economy. In January 1924 the new
leadership of the SMCMA announced a "Childrent Founders
Roll" open to children "of Confederate descent" and less than
sixteen years ofage. In exchange for a one-dollar contribution,
those eligible would have their names inscribed in "a great
book of record" and receive a medal designed by Borglum.
Hollins Randolph confidently pronounced, "\7e believe that
the Children's Founders Roll is going ro sweep the South."
Meanwhile, in mid-1923 the idea of a memorial half-dolGEORGIA BACKROADS / SUMMER 2016

plrymg Lee, Jackson and Davis
mounred on horseback. The
requirements of the United States
Mint were far more stringent, and
both the front and back ofthe proposed coin needed to be laid our. In
all, Borglum crafted a roral of nine

bas-relief models before the
Tieasury Department would give its
final approval. Just as that hurdle
was passed, however, the Teapot
Dome affair and other scandals that

had plagued the Harding administration carne ro light. The commission that approved the half-dollar
There was no direct connection between Borglum's proposed
confederate memorial and the Ku Klux
Klan, but an association exists in the minds of many. n iraternal
order calling iiself the Ku Klux KIan
w-as founded on top of the mountain in November
rir5. ln the early 'zos, Borg1-um himself was a member
of the Klan's inner circle.

design instructed Borglum ro
remove the words honoring
Harding. The Mint, however,
refused to produce the modified

congress had mandatea,r,"i"rr1.a,[

i':ffi:j5^3,1l#I

was solved with when President Coolidge approved the
change.

The first coins were minted inJ^nu rv19zi-.
\W4rile Borglum
was distracted with the coin design during

the United States Senate in December 1923 andin the House

much of 7924, work conrinued ar rhe mountain under the

supervision ofJesse Tircker. A fissure in the stone discovered
at
what was to be the site of Stonewall
head became the
Jacksons
source ofan unexpected delay. In the background, a storm
was

also commemorate President \farren G. Harding, who had
died suddenly while in office in July 1923, ani,,in whose

administration the work was begun."
The income from coin sales would certainly solve most of
the Associationt fiscal problems. The plan was ro produce
5,000,000 half-dollars, to be sold by banks for one dolLr each.
Half of the proceeds would return to the Tieasury, while the
other half-a potential $2,500,000-would go to fund the
memorial.

The annual meeting and election of officers of

the

brewing between Borglum and the Monrimental Association
under Randolpht leadership. The SMCMA seemed to have
ample funding for office workers while arguing with Borglum
over payment for the actual carving work.

And there were other matters of lesser importance.
Borglum and Randolph, two srrong personalities, ,tood o,
opposite sides of issues involving both national politics and
internal quarrels amongst leaders of the Ku Klux Klan. In
September, Borglum accepted an invitation to visit South

Dakota to discuss the possibility of a new national monument
to be built in the Black Hills. This angered the members of
the
Association, who blamed the slow progress on Borglumt lack
of attention. Amid the issues of money, politics ,rrJ pe.sonai_

Ii.r,. .,1. _working relationship between Borglum and

Randolph deteriorated as rhe year progressed.

Vzhile behind the scenes the memorial project may have
been in turmoil, the public face was quite differenr. On
December 27, 1924, Hollins Randolph declared, ..Results
ganized the management of the SMCMA
"almost absolute control of the organi zation.,,

to

give himself

accomplished during 1924 were so l"rge that they insure the
complete success of the Stone Mtuntain Confederate

Memorial." Gutzon Borglum would be finishing the figures of
Jefferson Davis, Robert E. Lee and Stonewall Jackson in time
for another unveiling on June 3, Davist binhday, he said.
Meanwhile, Borglum's drilling crew would be roughing out
the figures of the other four Cc nfederate generals i., the ..n_
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ffal group. Randolph confidently predicted that the upcoming
Mountain memorial half-dollars would generate
sufficient income to completely fund the entire project,
including the proposed Memorial Hall.
Exuberant press releases forgotten, the conflict between
Borglum and the Monumental Association exploded into the
public domain on February 21, L925. Borglum contacted the

I

sale of Stone

o

t

Associated Press and issued a scathing statement declaring the
Association "has shrunk into a local habitation with no funds

z
=
l

o

and scarcely a name." The leadership, he declared, was without
"any fast or firm plans" for completing the project.

E

Hollins Randolph, speaking for the Association, responded
by viciously attacking Borglum, stating "he had been a thorn
in the side of the memorial chiefs for many months past, that
he had created heavy liabilities and accomplished little actual
work, and that he had proven generally unsatisfactory and
incompetent." The conflict raged in the national press over the
next few days. The New Yorh Times and other newspapers
openly speculated that the Ku Klw Klan might be behind the
rift, but were assured by an unnamed Georgia congressman
that this was not the case.
To deal with the worsening crisis, on February 25 Hollins
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Randolph called an emergency meeting of the SMCrvur*s exec-

utive committee, pushing through a resolution to cancel the
sculptor's contract, while accusing him of "inordinate demands
for money..., offensive egotism and...delusions of grandeur."
The Association agreed to seek an injunction barring Borglum
from his studio and worksite. Borglum was working at the
mountain when he was notified by telephone of the committeet action. After a moment of hesitation, he ordered that the
models and casts that he had prepared for the project be
destroyed.

The front page headline in the Atlanta Constitution the following day read, "Borglum and Tucker Are Sought on
\Tarrants Following Destruction of Memorial Models." On
discovering that the models had been smashed, the
Monumental fusociation swore out arrest warrants against
Borglum and Tircker. This was a turn that Borglum apparently did not anticipate. The word that he was being sought by
the authorities reached him by way of Jesse Tucker, who burst
in with the news as Borglum was speaking to a meeting of the
Atlanta Chapter of the UDC. Hustling his boss out the door,
they barely missed the arrival of a sheriff's depury dispatched
to arrest them. \Tithin hours Borglum and Tircker had crossed
the North Carolina state line, temporarily safe from arrest.

The issue of Borglum versus The Stone Mountain
Confederate Monumental Association raged for weeks in both

public and private venues. Sam Venable and the United
Daughters of the Confederacy supported Borglum. The
Atlanta City Council and the Adanta Rotary Club condemned
him. The Monumental Association brought suit seeking monetary damages. Many observers felt that issues related to the Ku
Khlx Klan were part of the underlying cause, but all parties
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The

Monumental Association devoted much effort to fundraising.This

was the first issue of Stone Mountain,'A Magazine of lnformation about
the Great Stone Mountain Memorial to Confederate Heroes being Cawed

by Gutzon Borglum."

consistently denied this. \{/hen it was discovered that Borglum
was in North Carolina, he was arrested and then immediately
released on his own recognizance, based on a writ of habeas
corpus. He departed shortly thereafter for New York. A survey
of Borglums acquaintances by the New York Times reyed,ed
most supported him. The one exception was a sculptor named

Augustus Lukeman,

a former Virginian now living

in

Manhattan.

\Within a few days, tempers had cooled. Georgia Governor
Clifford \Malker suggested that efforts to extradite Borglum
back to Georgia be dropped. There were suggestions that the
parties compromise, allowing the sculptor to resume his work.
In response, Hollins Randolph was intransigent, stating "he
was personally opposed to the plan and that he did not see how
success was possible under Borglum's direction." On March 9,
less than two weeks after being fired by the Stone Mountain
Confederate Monumental Association, Borglum announced
that he had accepted a contract to carve figures of Presidents
Washington and Lincoln on a mountain in the Black Hills of
South Dakota. Although unnamed at the time, this project
would later be known as the Mount Rushmore National
Memorial. Jesse Ti.rcker was soon dispatched to begin the preliminary surveys while Borglum worked on other projects.
Based in part on Borglumt assertions of possible financial
mismanagement, Sam Venable and the members of the UDC
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demanded

an audit of the SMCMAs books.

Having

announced that the association was in good shape financially,
Hollins Randolph had no choice but to comply. Following an

examination of the groupt finances by the independent
accounting firm of Peat Marwick Mitchell & Company,
Randolph announced the books "were in perfect order,,' but
refused to make the results of the audit public.
On April 17, 1925, the executive commitree of the
Monumental Association announced that a new sculptor had
been chosen to complete carving. His name was Augustus
Lukeman. Under Lukemant contract, he would be paid to create a new design, and to supervise the carving work which
would be done by skilled workmen. Lukemant concept was far
more modesr than Borglums original. The initial carving, figures of Lee, Jackson, and Davis, was to be placed on rhe mountainside just below Borglum's head of Lee. Even though the
transition ro a new sculptor had taken less than two months, it
would be nearly two years before actual work on rhe carving
restarted. During this time, protracted efforts to have Borglum
reassume the pro.iect were unsuccessful. A week after the
announcement that Lukeman had been chosen as the new
sculptor, Mrs. Helen Plane died in a private sanitarium in
Atlanta. She was ninety-five.
In July 1925, the New Yorh Times announced that Borglum
was planning to transfer his original plans for the Stone
Mountain Confederate Monumenr to Chimney Rock, in the
western North Carolina mountains. Borglum was "full of
enthusiasm" about the site, stating 'this granite face is more
suitable to rhe proposed memorial than Stone Mountain
because

it is broken here and there by natural curves and lines

by which much carving would be saved." Despite local and
state supporr, the project never seemed to proceed beyond the
discussion stage.

\fith

a new sculptor chosen and the prospec of ample

income from the sale of the commemorarive half-dollars,
had great

aign

was

the funds
received. \Wrhen work on the carving did finally resume in early
1927 , it progressed slowly. Plans were laid for a public unveiling of Lukeman's work in early April 1928. By then Lukeman
had completed only the head and upper body of his version of
the General. On the srone face, just above the Lukeman carving, Borglum's head of Lee, now abandoned, stared ahead to
the east. It was an embarrassing juxtaposition. In March 1928,

after expenses rotaling more rhan a million dollars, and nearly
thirteen years after Borglum took on the project, the famed

sculptort head of General Lee was unceremoniously blasted
off the side of Stone Mountain in preparation for the upcom-

Associationt president, citing other business concerns.
In mid-May, G. F. \X/illis, an Atlanta "capitalist', and

real
estate developer, was named to succeed Randolph as president

of the SMCMA.

Soon thereafter, work ar the mountain
for lack of money. An audit of the
al Association made public some

mt suspicion: that under the lead-

of Hollins Randolph, significantly more funds were
expended on administratiye costs than were devoted to the
ership

completion of the carving. For the nine-year period beginning

April 1916, 57o/o of rctd, expenditures were devoted directly to
carving. Of rhe amount spenr on "Overhead," the line item
"Salaries" consumed the
approximately $5,500 per
when the organization rece
the memorial half-dollar, only 20o/o of funds were spent carving, with 27o/o devoted to "Salaries," averaging nearly $75,000
per year. Borglum had been correcr.

In the years and decades that followed, sporadic efforts
were made to revive work on the monument. None produced
any practical progress.

In 1958, the State of Georgia acquired Stone Mountain
and the surrounding land for the purpose of opening a public

park. \7ith stare sponsorship, work on the carving was
resumed in 1964, with final completion in 1972. It remains
today a mere wisp of Gutzon Borglum's original plan.
As for Borglum, he devoted the remainder of his life to the
completion of the Mount Rushmore memorial, with the work
continued by his son, Lincoln Borglum, after the sculptor,s
death in l94I. a
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